Part-Of-Speech(POS) tagging is the essential basis of Natural language processing(NLP). In this paper, we present an algorithm that combines a variety of context features, e.g. the POS tags of the words next to the word a that needs to be tagged and the context lexical information of a by Canonical Belief Network to together determine the POS tag of a. Experiments on a Chinese corpus are conducted to compare our algorithm with the standard HMM-based POS tagging and the POS tagging software ICTCLAS3.0. The experimental results show that our algorithm is more effective.
Introduction
Part-Of-Speech(POS) tagging is the essential basis of Natural language processing(NLP). It is the process in which each word is assigned to a corresponding POS tag that describes how this word be used in a sentence. Typically, the tags can be syntactic categories, such as noun, verb and so on. For Chinese language, word segmentation must be done before POS tagging, because, different from English sentences, there is no distinct boundary such as white space to separate different words (Sun, 2001) . Also, Chinese word segmentation and POS tagging can be done at the same time (Ng, 2004) (Wang, 2006) .
There are two main approaches for POS tagging: rule-based and statistical algorithms (Merialdo, 1994) . Rule based POS tagging methods extratct rules from training corpus and use these rules to tag new sentences (Brill, 1992) (Brill, 1994) . Statistic-based algorithms based on Belief Network (Murphy, 2001 ) such as Hidden-MarkovModel(HMM) (Cutting, 1992) (Thede, 1999) , Lexicalized HMM (Lee, 2000) and Maximal-Entropy model (Ratnaparkhi, 1996) use the statistical information of a manually tagged corpus as background knowledge to tag new sentences. For example, the verb is mostly followed by a noun, an adverb or nothing, so if we are sure that a word a is a verb, we could say the word b following a has a large probability to be a noun. This could be helpful specially when b has a lot of possible POS tags or it is an unknown word.
Formally, this process relates to P r(noun|verb), P r(adverb|verb) and P r (nothing|verb) , that can be estimated from the training corpus. HMMbased tagging is mainly based on such statistical information. Lexicalized HMM tagging not only considers the POS tags information to determine whether b is noun, adverb or nothing, but also considers the lexical information a itself. That is, it considers the probabilities P r (noun|a, verb), P r(adverb|a, verb) and P r(nothing|a, verb) for instance. Since combining more context information, Lexicalized HMM tagging gets a better performance (Lee, 2000) .
The main problem of Lexicalized HMM is that it suffers from the data sparseness, so parameter smoothing is very important. In this paper, we present a new algorithm that combines several context information, e.g. the POS tags information and lexical information as features by Canonical Belief Network (Turtle, 1991) to together determine the tag of a new word. The experiments show that our algorithm really performs well. Here, we don't explore Chinese word segmentation methods, and related information can be found in (Sun, 2001) .
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2 and section 3, we describe the standard HMM-based tagging and Lexicalized HMM tagging respectively which are relevant to our algorithm. In section 4, we describe the Belief Network as a preliminary. In section 5, we present our algorithm that is based on Canonical Belief Network. Section 6 is the experiments and their results. In section 7, we have the conclusion and the future work.
Standard Hidden Markov Model
The problem of POS tagging can be formally defined as: given an observation(sentence) w = {w 1 , w 2 , ..., w T } and a POS tag set T S = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t M }, the task is to find a tag sequence t = {t 1 , t 2 , ..., t T }, where t i ∈ T S, that is the most possible one to explain the observation. That is to find t to maximize the probability P r(t|w). It can be rewritten by Bayesian rule as follows.
P r(t|w) = P r(w|t) × P r(t) P r(w)
As for any sequence t, the probability P r(w) is constant, we could ignore P r(w). For P r(t), it can be decomposed by the chain rule as follows.
Through this formula, we could find that the calculation is impossible because of the combination explosion of different POS tags. Generally, we use a n-gram especially n = 2 model to calculate Pr(t) approximately as follows.
where t 0 is nothing. For P r(w|t), with an independent assumption, it can be calculated approximately as follows.
Usually, the probability P r(t i |t i−1 ) is called transition probability, and P r(w i |t i ) is called the emission probability. They both can be estimated from the training set. This means that the tag t i of word w i is only determined by the tag t i−1 of word w i−1 . So, we could find the best sequence through a forward(left to right) process. If we state all possible POS tags(stats) of each word and connect all possible t i−1 with all possible t i and each edge is weighted by P r(t i |t i−1 ), we could get a Directed Acyclic Graph(DAG). The searching process(decoding) that is involved in finding t that maximizes P r(t|w) can be explained as finding the path with the maximal probability. For this sub task, Viterbi is an efficient algorithm that can be used (Allen, 1995) .
Lexicalized Hidden Markov Model
Lexicalized HMM is an improvement to the standard HMM. It substitutes the probability P r(t
, and the probability P r(w i |t i ) with P r(w i |t i−K,i , w i−I,i−1 ). In other words, the tag of word w i is determined by the tags of the J words right before w i and L words right before w i . It uses more context information of w i to determine its tag.
However, it will suffer from the data sparseness especially when the values of J, L, K and I are large, which means it needs an explosively larger training corpus to get a reliable estimation of these parameters, and smoothing techniques must be adopted to mitigate the problem. Back-off smoothing is used by Lexicalized HMM. In the back-off model, if a n-gram occurs more than k times in training corpus, then the estimation is used but discounted, or the estimation will use a shorter n-gram e.g. (n-1)-gram estimation as a back-off probability. So, it is a recursive process to estimate a n-gram parameter.
Belief Network
Belief Network is a probabilistic graphical model, which is also a DAG in which nodes represent random variables, and the arcs represent conditional independence assumptions. For example, the probability P r(A, B) = P r(A) × P r(B|A) can be depicted as Figure 1(a) , and if we decompose P r(A, B) = P r(B) × P r(A|B), it can be depicted as Figure 1(b) . Similarly, the probability P r(A, B, C) = P r(A) × P r(B|A) × P r(C|A, B) can be depicted as Figure 1(c) .
As we have analyzed above, such decomposition would need us to estimate a large amount of parameters. In the belief network, a conditional independence relationship can be stated as follows: a node is independent of its ancestors given its parents, where the ancestor/parent relationship is with respect to some fixed topological ordering of the nodes. For example, if we simplify the graph Figure  1 (c) to graph Figure 1(d) , it is equivalent to the decomposition: P r(A, B, C) = P r(A) × P r(B|A) × P r(C|B), which is actually the same as that of HMM. More details about Belief Network can found in (Murphy, 2001 ).
Canonical Belief Network Based
Part-Of-Speech Tagging
Canonical Belief Network
Canonical Belief Network was proposed by Turtle in 1991 (Turtle, 1991) , and it was used in information retrieval tasks. Four canonical forms are presented to combine different features, that is and, or, wsum and sum to simplify the probability combination further. With the and relationship, it means that if a node in a DAG is true, then all of its parents must be true. With the or relationship, it means that if a node in a DAG is true, then at least one of its parents is true. With the wsum relationship, it means that if a node in a DAG is true, it is determined by all of its parents and each parent has a different weight. With the sum relationship, it means that if a node in a DAG is true, it is determined by all of its parents and each parent has an equal weight. For example, we want to evaluate the probability P r(D|A) or P r(D = true|A = true), and Canonical Belief Networks for P r (A, B, C, D) .
node D has two parents B and C, we could use the four canonical forms to evaluate P r(D|A) as shown in Figure 2 . Suppose that P r(B|A) = p 1 and P r(C|A) = p 2 , with the four canonical form and, or, wsum and sum, we could get the following estimations respectively.
The standard Belief Network actually supposes that all the relationships are and. However, in real world, it is not the case. For example, we want to evaluate the probability that a person will use an umbrella, and there are two conditions that a person will use it: raining or a violent sunlight. If we use the standard Belief Network, it is impossible to display such situation, because it could not be raining and sunny at the same time. The or relationship could easily solve this problem.
Algorithm Description
Definition: A feature is defined as the context information of a tag/word, which can be POS tags, words or both. For example,
In our algorithm, we select 6 features for tag t i , and select 2 features for word w i , which are shown in Table 1 . We can see that f 1 t , f 2 t and f 3 t are actually the n-gram features used in HMM, f 4 t , f 5 t and f 6 t are actually features used by lexicalized HMM.
We adopt the canonical form or to combine them as shown in Figure 3 , and use the canonical form . are all 1, which means that all the features in the Canonical Belief Network are considered to estimate the tag t i of word w i when we have already estimated the tag t i−1 of word w i−1 . So, the transition probability could be calculated as follows.
In the same way, the probabilities P r(f i w |t i ), i = 1, 2. are all 1. The emission probability could be calculated as follows.
Let's return to the POS tagging problem which needs to find a tag sequence t that maximizes the probability P r(t|w), given a word sequence w defined in Section 2. It is involved in evaluating two probabilities P r(t) and P r(w|t). With the Canonical Belief Network we just defined, they could be calculated as follows.
P r(t) =
T i=1 p trans i−1,i P r(w|t) = T i=1 p omit i
P r(w, t) = P r(t) × P r(w|t)
The canonical form or would not suffer from the data sparseness even though it refers to 4-gram, because if a 4-gram feature(f 1 t for example) doesn't appear in the training corpus, the probability P r(t i |f 1 t ) is estimated as zero, which means the feature contributes nothing to determine the probability that word w i gets a tag t i , which is actually determined by a lower n-grams. Cases are the same for 3-gram, 2-gram and so on. In a special case, when a 4-gram (f 4 t for example) appears in the training corpus and appears only once, the probability P r(t i |f 1 t ) will be 1, which means that the sentence or phrase we need to tag may have appeared in the training corpus, so we can tag the sentence or phrase with reference to the appeared sentence or phrase in the training corpus. This is an intuitional comprehension of our algorithm and its motivation.
Decoding: The problem of using high n-gram is the combination explosion especially for high grams. For example, consider the feature , suppose one word has 3 possible tags on average, then we have to evaluate 3 3 = 27 cases for f 1 t , further, different features could get different combinations and the number of combinations will be 27 2 × 9 2 × 3 2 = 531441. To solve the problem, we constrain all features to be consistent. For example, the tag t i−1 of feature f 1 t must be same as that of feature f 2 t , f 3 t , f 4 t , f 5 t and f 6 t at one combination. The following features are not consistent, because the JJ, N N S, N N, little, boys , book This will decrease the total combination to 3 3 = 27. We use a greedy search scheme that is based on the classic decoding algorithm Viterbi. Suppose that the Viterbi algorithm has reached the state t i−1 , to calculate the best path from the start to t i , we only use the tags on the best path from the start to t i−1 to calculate the probability. This decreases the total com-bination to 3(the number of possible tags of t i−1 ), which is the same as that of standard HMM.
Experiments
Dataset: We conduct our experiments on a Chinese corpus consisting of all news from January, 1998 of People's Daily, tagged with the tag set of Peking University(PKU), which contains 46 POS tags 1 . For the corpus, we randomly select 90% as the training set and the remaining 10% as the test set. The corpus information is shown in Table 2 , where unknown words are the words that appear in test set but not in training set. The experiments are run on a machine with 2.4GHZ CPU, and 1GB memory. Unknown Words: In our experiments, we first store all the words with their all possible POS tags in a dictionary. So, our algorithm gets all possible tags of a word through a dictionary. As for the word in the test set that doesn't appear in the training set, we give the probability P r(w i |f j w ) value 1, with all j. This processing is quite simple, however, it is enough to observe the relative performances of different POS taggers.
For Chinese word segmentation, we use the segmentation result of ICTCLAS3.0 2 . The segmentation result is shown in Table 3 . Sen-Prec is the ratio of the sentences that are correctly segmented among all sentences in the test set.
Precision Recall F1 Sen-Prec 0.9811 0.9832 0.9822 0.9340 Table 3 : Segmentation Result by ICTCLAS.
Open Test: We compare the POS tagging performance of our algorithm with the standard HMM, and ICTCLAS3.0. The experimental result is shown in Table 4 . Prec-Seg is the POS tagging precision on the words that are correctly segmented. PrecSen is the ratio of the sentences that are correctly tagged among all sentences in the test set. Prec-SenSeg is the ratio of sentences that are correctly tagged among the sentences that are correctly segmented.
With the experiments, we can see that, our algorithm always gets the best performance. The ICT-CLAS3.0 doesn't perform very well. However, this is probably because of that the tag set used by ICT-CLAS3.0 is different from that of PKU. Even though it provides a mapping scheme from their tags to PKU tags, they may be not totally consistent. The published POS tagging precision of ICTCLAS3.0 is 94.63%, also our algorithm is a little better. This has proved that our algorithm is more effective for POS tagging task. Close Test: As we have analyzed above in Section 5.2 that our algorithm takes advantage of more information in the training set. When a sentence or a phrase appears in the training set, it will help a lot to tag the new sentence correctly. To test whether this case really happens, we conduct a new experiment that is the same as the first one except that the test set is also added to the training set. The experimental result is shown in Table 5 . We can see that the performance of our algorithm is greatly improved, while the HMM doesn't improve much, which further proves our analysis.
ICTCLAS
Even though our algorithm gives a satisfying performance, it may be able to be improved by adopting smoothing techniques to take advantage of more useful features, e.g. to make the probabilities such as P r(t i |f 1 t ), P r(t i |f 2 t ) not be zero. and techniques to combine with rules may also improve the performance of our algorithm. If we have a larger training corpus, it may be better to remove some confusing features such as f 3 t and f 2 w , because they contain weak context information and this is why a higher n-gram model always performs better than a lower n-gram model when the training corpus is large enough. However, this should be validated further.
Conclusion and Future Work
In this paper, we present a novel algorithm that combines useful context features by Canonical Belief Network to together determine the tag of a new word. The 'or' node can allow us to use higher ngram model although the training corpus may be not sufficient. In other words, it can overcome the data sparseness problem and make use of more information from the training corpus. We conduct experiments on a Chinese popular corpus to evaluate our algorithm, and the results have shown that it is powerful even in case that we don't deal with the unknown words and smooth the parameters.
We think that our algorithm could also be used for tagging English corpus. In addition, we only extract simple context information as features. We believe that there exists more useful features that can be used to improve our algorithm. For example, the syntax analysis could be combined as a new feature, because a POS sequence may be illegal even though it gets the maximal probability through our algorithm. Yet, these will be our future work.
